EVS Project: 

1. One project has to be submitted by each student.
2. A report should be made on it in 4 pages (1000 words limit).
   Format of report is as follows:
   - Selection of project: why it is important (title, introduction)
   - Objective: what purpose
   - Review of literature: work done in previous years (bibliography)
   - Relevance: scientific, environmental, and social value
   - Proposed methodology: collection of data, interview, area of effects, newspaper cutting, photograph
   - Description of method: eg. in interview method: question asked, no of person interviewed, their views
   - Observation: minute details: how, who, what questions
   - Analysis: mathematical calculation, graphs, charts
   - Result/Conclusion/Finding

3. Last date of submission 20, sept 2013

EVS seminar:

1. Two seminars are given by each group of two students.
2. Seminar should be had written (500 words). You can select any evs topic for it
3. You can also prepare ppt or chart on support of it.

4. Last date of seminar submission 30, sept 2013

( NOTE: the project report and the seminar should be hand written)